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Value Added Services 

Treat your vehicle with utmost care by using variety of our Value Added and enrichments 

services to maintain your car in a brand-new condition.  

S. 
No 

Treatments & Benefits 
Model wise Cost (INR) 

Small Medium Large 

1 

Paint Protection - UV 

Shield the car’s exterior from harmful UV rays. Preserves painted surface, 

enhances the look and prevents fading and aging of the car 

711 931 1,229 

2 

Exterior Beautification 

Protect the car's paint from oxidation. Reduces the damage caused by rainwater 

which is acidic and produces high gloss finish on paint surface, beadings and tyres. 

1,568 1,907 2,535 

3 

Surface Refinement 

Protects painted surface from environmental damage and produces ultra-high 

durable gloss on painted surface and removes/reduces scratched and swirl marks. 

3,621 4,422 5,766 

4 

Interior Enrichment for Upholstery 

Removes dirt & stains, preserves plastic condition for a longer duration than 

normal, leaves no greasy residue, enhances look, shine & durability of the plastic 

and upholstery. 

1,241 1,541 1,899 

5 

GermKleen 

Removes 99% of microbes and enhances protection against microbes. Disinfects, 

cleans and conditions the interiors. 20 checkpoints before car is delivered to the 

customer. 

1,871 2,428 2,705 

6 
AC Disinfectant 

Removes Microbes and Bacteria, reduces dust & ensures a healthy environment 
850 858 937 

7 

Logo Cleaning 

Helps keep the logo clean and shiny, as it represents the brand that the customer 

owns. It protects and shines the chrome surfaces. 

360 355 355 

8 

Alloy Wheel Polishing 

It renews shine by removing stubborn dust particles along with grime from wheel 

surface. 

680 846 892 

9 Head & Tail light restoration 1,180 1,270 1,299 
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It helps to remove oxidized layer on the lenses formed due to long-term exposure 

to the sun. Helps in restoring better visibility. 

10 

Engine coating 

It ensures removal of dirt and oil particles, thereby de-greasing the engine 

compartment helping the engine perform better. 

644 678 731 

11 

Windshield Polish (Front) 

Helps remove stubborn stains and minor scratched. This helps in clear vision, 

quicker water roll off and reduced scattering of oncoming headlight rays. 

1,357 1,455 1,571 

12 

Windshield Polish (Front & Rear) 

Helps remove stubborn stains and minor scratched. This helps in clear vision, 

quicker water roll off and reduced scattering of oncoming headlight rays. 

2,036 2,011 2,148 

13 

Under body coating 

It’s a preventive measure to provide added rust & corrosion protection. It also 

helps reduce noise & vibrations. 

2,918 3,174 3,472 

14 Ceramic Coating 

Provides protection against UV rays, rust, scratches, 

oxidation and creates a glossy shine on the surface 

27,674 32,237 34,221 

15 
Nano Crystal - One 

year warranty 
15,990 19,990 23,990 

16 

Quartz Pro Ceramic 

Coating -Two year 

warranty 

21,990 25,990 29,990 

17 

Ceramic Coating 

Diamond XX - Three 

year warranty 

25,990 30,990 36,990 

18 

Sanitization Treatment 

Maintaining a sanitized car is the most crucial step towards hygiene. Disinfect 

surfaces that one regularly touches in the cabin, such as door handles, gear stick, 

steering wheel, seat belt, dashboard, touchscreens and all the buttons and knobs. 

920 1,120 1,520 

Note: Starting Prices are listed above and may change as per availability from vendor. The above rates are excluding 

GST or other applicable taxes. 

Small: Fabia 

Medium: Rapid, Laura, Octavia, Superb, Kushaq, Slavia 

Large: Yeti, Karoq, Kodiaq 


